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Call Goblet and
ask him where
the Fu@cking
champagne
is ???

Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2069 AFL Run Metz Hotel Launceston Hare: Goblet

Run Report:
Goblet has all under control except the weather there have been thunder
storms and it has been pissing down In Launceston since dawn. Goblet has
been out and set the run twice as the first attempt was washed away. The
skies cleared at about 11am.so there should be enough chalk left on the
ground for the pack to follow.. The run was scheduled to commence at
11:30am, it is now 11:45 and Hashers are still arriving, some we have not
seen for six months. High noon arrives and Goblet calls ON ON the run
starts at Princes square, there certainly is a Drink Stop this run has been set
by a committee member. The pack scrambles down the steep stairs at the
rear of the Metz through the wood shed and out the gate onto York St. a
left turn at St John St takes the pack to the entrance of Princes Square
where we pick up the trail and see Abba scurrying through the park running
late. The trail leads to the first check at the southern entrance to the
square. Rickshaw quickly picks up the trail heading south up Charles St. The
trail crosses Charles St and turns right into Batten St.. The trail continues
through the historic precinct into Ethel St a left into King St brings the front
runners onto Balfour St. The Trail continues down Balfour St turns left into
Balfour Place through the old nurses home car park to another check opposite the new section of the LGH in Franklin St. Hashers are checking in all
directions up and down Franklin and Charles St and are beginning to think
the rain has washed the trail away until Bugsy calls ON ON Goblet has set
the run through the hospital. The trail heads through the new wing into the
car park down the stairway onto Cleveland St through the closed Duke of
Wellington pub to another check at the Metro bus sheds. Gumboots
checks up behind MacDonald's finds the trail in the lane way leading into
Patrick St which finally has the pack at Boongs old workshop where the
Pratt brothers Dunoim and One Hump have set up the drink stop with light
and heavy beer but no champagne. The front runners cannot wait for Magpie to arrive and see her reaction to NO champagne. Dunoim says give her a
light can that will keep her quiet. A thirty minute drink stop and the runners
are ON HOME via the highway overpass and wellington St back to the Metz,

On ON
The runners return to the Metz expecting to see the sludge arse
Hashers testing the contents of the barrel to make sure it is fit for
human consumption, but all they find is Scary and Tight Spot who
should be watching the AFL in Darwin. The rest have gone around
the corner to the Working Mans club for a beer as the electric
cooler has frozen. Scary says the refrigeration mechanic said don't
turn it on until the beer is connected or it will freeze up. Scary had
forgotten should be worth a skull. Goblet return with some spanners and bags of ice and the backup Thirst Aid Kit is soon pouring
cold ale. The sludge arse’s return stirring Inlet as his round at the
Workys cost him $18.00, Tyles who knows the barman got the
next round for $7.00. Scary is quick to get his cash tin out and is
collecting money from the Hashers who did not enter the tipping
Inlet I paid
contest. Hash Pash is following him around collecting money for
the meat tray raffle while Bugsy is going in the other direction
$7.00
selling tickets in the first goal of each quarter competition. The
Chef from the Metz staggers up the stairs carrying a large pot of
leak soup and buttered bread rolls. Plastic mugs are filled with
soup and glass tankards are filled with beer as the game is about
to start and the Hashers are jostling for the best seats in the
house in front of Hash Pash’s big screen tv. The Game is underway, Scary has manned the bar and is kept busy refilling the mugs
that are passed out through the window from the viewing area.
The first goal is kicked by the Hawks Gunston, there were seven
unsold tickets Gunston was not drawn and the prize will jackpot
to the next quarter. Slomo the accountant gets out his calculator
works out the odds and invests in another player and draws Gunston will it pay dividends in the long run. Quarter time arrives and
the Metz chef is again staggering up the stairs this time with boiling hot saveloys bread and sauce. Half time siren sounds and the
Pizzas start to arrive. With only about half an hour for half time
Goblet announces the winners of the footy tipping contest, gets
the skulls underway after the first dozen hot pizzas are consumed. The Skulls are just out of the way when the next pizzas
arrive and the siren starts for the beginning of the third quarter.
The barrel runs out during the third quarter and Goblet delves
into his cash tin and purchases another keg from the publican to
appease the thirsty Hashers. At the end of the fourth quarter
there are a couple of true Hawks supporters celebrating Slomo
and Gumboots the remainder just settle down to a bit of serious
drinking and bullshitting while Goblet brings out more food to
line our stomachs. The festivities continue until about 7:30 as most Hashers then decide to head off into the dark.

$18.00

Football Tipping Contest results
Winner: Kuzza
2nd

Sheila

3rd

Inlet

Equal 4th Bong, Goblet and Bugsy
Top tipster round 21, Fingers, round 22 Boong, round 23 Abba

Skulls:
Hash Pash: He brings in a set top box from his neighbour's rubbish tin.
We test the existing antenna outlet and it is faulty on Southern Cross.
So Goblet runs in a new antenna right through the Hotel down to their
equipment rack.
Goblet tests with HIS set top box and all is perfect.
Pash turns up Saturday morning with his crap top box and the fault is still
there!
So Goblet's set top box is used and the picture is perfect!
So there was no need to have run in a new antenna AND we were unable
to run a second TV outside!
Pash told to shove his free crap top box up his arse.

Scary: Freezing the beer cooler and having a birthday.
Boong: Birthday boy
Kuzza: winning tipping contest
Sheila: Second top tipster
Inlet: 3rd tipster
Fingers, Boong Abba: Round 21, 22 and 23 winners

First goal contest
Quarter one Jackpotted to quarter two
Quarter two Slomo who invested again after round one
picked up $70.00
Quarter three Disease $35.00
Quarter four Magpie $35.00

Raffle
Meat tray: Goblet
Bottle red: Rickshaw
Pack Boags: beer coasters: Kuzza
Six pack Boags:Dunoim
Six Pack Boags: Magpie
Led Headlight: Binny

